For Hose or Round Cable from 0.3 to 0.6" OD

8 MODELS AVAILABLE

#WRS-01 Trolley with tool hook

#WRS-02 Trolley with tool hook and hose connector

#FRT-04 Trolley for two round cables or hoses, 0.3" to 0.6" OD.

#FRT-25 Trolley for two round cables or hoses, 0.6" to 0.94" OD.

#FRT-05 Trolley for round cable or hose, 0.6" to 0.94" OD.

#FRT-06 Trolley for round cable or hose, 0.95" to 1.25" OD.

#FFT-08 Trolley for flat cable to 2.1" wide.

Contents: One model

#FRT-24

Trolley for two round cables or hoses from 0.3 to 0.6" OD

Use multiple trolleys for long festoon runs.

Provide low cost, user friendly festoon systems.

Products to make your workplace more efficient and safe.

Ask for FREE CATALOG.